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For the health concerned 
This is IT



ADVISOR

FOOD

CONSUMPTION



Nowadays People 



To enjoy the benefits of eating 
while minimizing exposure 
to dangerous

Purpose



A sick farmer went to the hospital to to know what was happening to him because he didn't feel well.
The doctor said that he had a cancer thar was caused by food and also said that he can only know the 
possible cure if he knows what the farmer ate. The farmer thought maybe he got sick at home because he 
lives in a farmer and the ground could be infected or also maybe somo food was infected by insects or other 
animals. But then, he remembered that he went to a restaurant a couple of weeks ago. So, also because he 
didn't believe that his farmer was infected, then his family should be sick too, and they didn't. He came back 
at the restaurant with his device that would compare his symptons of the disease with the food on 
restaurant. Also, the device would say which food was infected or poisoned, and which food infected could 
cause his disease. He wrote on the device his symptons, the name of his cancer and what could cause that 
illness. Then he'll research all food on the restaurant and the device will detect which was problably infected 
and will compare that infections with farmer's illness.

Story



1.  What Are The Factors Affecting Food Intake and Choice recently ?

To check a food harmful

II.   What is the factor that affects our decision?

III.   Are you looking for a Healthy food?



How it works ?



This device that would compare his symptons 
of the disease with the food

The device would say 
which food was infected or poisoned, and 
which food infected could cause his disease.

HOW it works



Collecting the Symptons

Users wrotes on the device his symptons, 
the name of his cancer and what could cause that illness. 

Then They'll research all food on the restaurant and 
the device will detect which was problably infected 
and will compare that infections with Humans illness.

HOW it works



Collecting the Symptons

HOW it works



HOW it works

Blueprint of the device

Battery + Data Storage

Display Screen 

Camera + Sensor



HOW it works

Blueprint of the device



HOW it works

By using GOOGLE IMAGE SEARCHING



HOW it works



Evaluate the Food Condition

Condition
Check the state of freshnesso of food, esp. with regard to 
its appearance, be burnd or going bad

Nutrition Obtaining the food necessary for health and growth or
Searching from the database which the process of providing 

Calorie Calculate the amount of  Total calorie or 
ratio of fatty mathematically

Affect
For Serious 

Disease

Ascertain the element, amount, or degree of Serious disease 
in the food by using device marked in standard units and
comparing it with an symptoms in known database(Wiki)

HOW it works



Condition Nutrition Affect
4 Cancer

Evaluate the Food Condition

Calorie

HOW it works

From    0 
To the 10



HOW it works



CSI
FOOD

Consumtion or Searching Instrument



You can choose 
to only buy healthy foods and 
the occasional treat 
and keep junk food and other 
temptations out of sight

Conclusion



Enjoy the new healthy foods and make this a pleasant journey!

Conclusion



Danke Shön!


